HDR downconversion

Introducing EVI:
the dynamic
HDR converter
German engineer Lucien Lenzen has developed innovative software that allows downconverting
high dynamic range images to standard dynamic range live – a process that has up to now been
fraught with problems for a variety of reasons.
Introduction
One of the main difficulties involved in progressing from standard
dynamic range (SDR) to high dynamic range (HDR) television is the
need to provide good downward compatibility with the huge number
of SDR television receivers already installed and in current use. The
new generation of broadcast cameras can provide a much wider
scene contrast range than conventional displays and it is obvious
that converters are needed to handle the different formats. Such a
converter was demonstrated on the Ikegami booth at IBC 2018 by the
University of Applied Science in Wiesbaden, Germany.
This raises two questions: “Aren’t there enough HDR downconverters
already on the market?” and “Why do we need another one?”

Many camera operators use a knee function to incorporate
luminance information which would normally be outside the SDR
range. Traditional HDR downconverters work in more or less the same
way. But the capabilities of such systems are very limited compared
to the wide range of luminance information. Normally they use
a fixed curve that doesn’t take much image content into account.
Even if it does though, using a flat gradation to cope with a high
contrast range will lead to a flat-looking image at some point. This
is why the results of some more sophisticated approaches which use
metadata to tweak the curve based on the image content are still not
necessarily convincing. Moreover, metadata are hard to handle in a
live broadcasting environment.

Learning from film-makers and computer
graphics artists

Figure 1: Exaggerated local tone mapping with halo artefacts and surreal look

What is static mapping?
To understand the difference between a classic HDR downconverter
and our proposed Enhanced Video Imaging (EVI) system we have to
take a look at how contrast compression is performed.

The problem of dealing with a higher contrast range at acquisition
than at distribution may be a new one for the broadcast industry but
it is an old one for film-makers and computer graphics artists. Film
has always captured more information, so manual grading always
has been and still is performed by a colourist. If he or she can not
deal with the high dynamic range of the incoming material with
just one gradation curve, windows are built to treat different image
regions separately. Shadows can be lifted and overly bright sections
simultaneously darkened. The problems with grading though are that
it doesn’t work for live broadcasting and it can be expensive.
Meanwhile, computer graphics artists use various procedures
based on local tone mapping. These also have some drawbacks for
live broadcasting:
• They can be computationally intensive for video applications.
• Because they are basically designed for still images, they can give
problems arising from the temporal domain, leading to flicker
artefacts.
• They can result in halo artefacts causing a glow around objects and
a very unrealistic look (see Figure 1).
Figure 2:
The intermediate
steps of EVI
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f-stop number and a balanced image as long as there is no
clipping at the camera output. Sensors that can deal with a
higher dynamic range therefore work better. Of course, the
f-stop still has to be adjusted if the lighting condition changes
substantially; on a very good HDR camera sensor, a single
cloud would not affect the result but an overcast sky would
require a new setting.
Another example demonstrates how production flexibility
can be increased by reducing the need to light a scene. Figure 4
shows a real-world scenario with a commentator. The
measured luminous flux was around 80 lux compared to
the tent roof in the background, which reached more than
10,000 lux. To compensate for this enormous difference,
you would normally need 10kW of light to brighten the
commentator’s face. In the left image you can see the situation
in classic SDR without any light; the middle image shows the
commentator lit with 10kW of light; and in the righthand
image the lamp has been turned off and the image captured
in HDR and processed with EVI. Of course, some additional
light might be useful to make the image look aesthetically
better, but the need for light just in order to achieve a decent
exposure has been reduced significantly. This enables more
flexibility on the production side, new shots and settings, the
rescue of badly exposed images, and a more comfortable life
for those in front of the camera.

Figure 3: Conventional static mapping vs local dynamic mapping (HDR raw material captured by Jan Fröhlich)

What would happen using HDR
throughout the system?

Introducing EVI
EVI was developed to enable live automatic contrast
compression avoiding the artefacts inherent in classic tone
mapping techniques.1 Statistical analysis is performed on
every image to preserve as much scene contrast range as
is necessary but at the same time as little as possible. For
example, it is not expedient to set a very dark exposure to
prevent some small irrelevant highlights from clipping while
the main part of the image is underexposed. Based on models
of the human visual system, especially around the perception
and preferences relating to contrast, the algorithm calculates
the amount of clipping, or rather contrast compression,
required. So, the best tradeoff between a high contrast range
and steep gradation can be arrived at, depending on the
image content. This includes flat-looking scenes, for example,
fog on a football game, when the contrast would be pushed.
The result is also dependent on the display device performing
less clipping for the intended use on a brighter monitor.
EVI is an automatic process which detects and brightens
dark sections of video while at the same time retrieving the
detail in overexposed sections. We call this type of balancing
‘homogenisation’. As a result, the viewer can see what is
happening in all parts of the image. The internal workflow of
the system with its intermediate steps is displayed in Figure 2.
Analysis is performed on the incoming HDR image and
filtered afterwards to get the correction mask. Changes in
luma* will also affect the colour impression. That is why the
chroma is automatically adjusted to the new luma. Temporal
filtering is performed to avoid flicker.

The Enhanced Video Imaging project
centres on an automatic process to
detect and brighten dark sections of
video while at the same time retrieving
detail in overexposed sections.
What are the advantages in practice?
Figure 3 shows the difference between static and local
dynamic conversion of a high dynamic scene. EVI provides
more than simply better image quality; it also affects the
way in which content is produced. By optimising the lighting
balance and exposure, aperture setting becomes less crucial.
As long as the information in the captured scene is not
absolutely crushed or burnt out, EVI will try to map it into the
final contrast range. As a result, controlling aperture is much
less critical on the production side.
In a typical televised football game, for instance, some areas
of the image may be obscured by roof shadows while others
are bathed in overly bright sunlight. The aperture needs to
be constantly ridden but it’s likely that the overall image will
nevertheless be fairly poor. EVI can enable both a constant

This scene also shows how HDR does not solve the problem
of a non-homogeneous lighting condition within a scene.
Viewed in HDR, the commentator would remain dark but
the background would not clip at 100 cd/m2 and would be
even brighter. So, HDR does not provide a total solution,
sometimes even making things worse. This is why there is
also a need for HDR-to-HDR conversion. This means not only
changing the HDR signal type (for example, from Perceptual
Quantizer (PQ) to Hybrid-Log-Gamma (HLG) or vice versa) but
rather balancing the image as we saw before in the SDR case.
HDR at acquisition doesn’t always work well on the intended
HDR display. From evaluations with normal TV viewers,2 it
can be shown that more local contrast and homogenisation
is also preferred for HDR signals. This is why EVI can also
be used to enhance HDR processes such as HLG. Because
of the good downward compatibility of the HLG curve, the
resulting (processed) HLG works very well on both SDR and
HDR displays.

What next and what are the limitations?

*In video, luma represents the brightness in an image (the black-and-white or achromatic portion of the image). Luma is typically paired with
chrominance, which represents the colour information. Converting RGB sources (such as the output of a three-CCD camera) into luma and
chroma allows for chroma subsampling: because human vision has finer spatial sensitivity to luminance (black and white) differences than
chromatic differences, video systems can store and transmit chromatic information at lower resolution, optimising perceived detail at a particular
bandwidth. Luma is the weighted sum of gamma-compressed RGB components of a colour video. The word was proposed to prevent confusion
between luma as implemented in video engineering and relative luminance as used in colour science. Relative luminance is formed as a weighted
sum of linear RGB components, not gamma-compressed ones. Even so, luma is sometimes erroneously called luminance.

The EVI application is currently being tested by the German
broadcasters BR and WDR. This prototype runs on a 1U server
processing one UHD or two HD streams in real time. It is
important to evaluate how to integrate the new technology
into both existing and new workflows. In the current tests,
the converter is placed directly behind the HDR camera. After
conversion, the resulting ‘normal’ SDR signal can be treated
in exactly the same way as usual. Another option is to put EVI
behind an HDR programme output, in which case a complete
HDR infrastructure would be required in the OB van.
Although the system runs automatically, there are instances
where the user would prefer to take control of some image
parameters to create a special look; for example, when you
don’t want to lift the shadows as much as the algorithm
would naturally do. This level of control should form part of
the tests as well.
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Figure 4: EVI can dramatically reduce the need to light a set
(WDR test production)

As EVI is designed to work best with natural images, it
can produce unintended changes (e.g. in exposure) when
processing synthetic images such as a colour bar. Another
limitation results from the temporal filtering. To avoid
pumping, the adaption speed is restricted. On a crash zoom or
very fast pan it is not possible to guarantee an ideal exposure
all the time – but, on the other hand, a wrong f-number
would be worse. Moreover, the image analysis needs one full
frame before it can start its processing, leading to a delay of
40ms, which has to be taken into account for audio channels.

Summary
HDR is still a challenging topic. Higher dynamic range at
capture does not solve the problem of a non-homogeneous
lighting condition within a scene, and can even create new
problems. The Enhanced Video Imaging project centres on
an automatic process to detect and brighten dark sections of
video while at the same time retrieving detail in overexposed
sections. EVI is designed to produce better images easily
and economically, while optimising lighting balance and
exposure, and also correcting hue and saturation. Alpha tests
are currently being performed and a first product vendor has
licensed the technology.
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